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Key PlayersKey Players

Bell Labs
National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST)
MIT
IBM
US Army and NSA
US Department of Defense
D-Wave Systems



Practical ApplicationsPractical Applications

Quantum Cryptography and Factoring
Quantum Searching
Solving systems of linear equations 
making them useful for highly complex 
calculations, such as modeling proteins 
and weather systems





What is a Quantum Computer?What is a Quantum Computer?

A Quantum Computer is a computer that 
uses quantum theory to encode 
information.
Quantum Computers use Quantum Bits 
(qbits) and their control devices to store 
information.
A qbit can exist in multiple states 
simultaneously.
Quantum Computers can produce 
simultaneous processing of calculations

=> True Parallel Systems



The The QubitQubit



Control DevicesControl Devices

A control device is the mechanism to 
control a qbit by trapping the particle and 
switching its state
There are many types depending on the 
type of qbit.
The current control devices include:
◦ Ion traps
◦ Optical traps
◦ Quantum dots
◦ Semi-conductor impurities
◦ Superconducting circuits.



Multiple States?Multiple States?

What do you mean by multiple states?
Multiple States are encompassed in the 
principle of Superposition.

This states: while we do not know what 
the state of any object is, it is actually in 
all possible states simultaneously, as long 
as we don't look to check.





SchrodingerSchrodinger’’s Cat Experiments Cat Experiment
In 1935 Erwin Schrodinger created an 
analogy to explain superposition.

The observer 
can’t know 
whether or not an 
atom of the 
substance has 
decayed, and 
consequently, 
can’t know 
whether the vial 
has been broken, 
the hydrocyanic 
acid released, and 
the cat killed.

http://testing.gobanana.co.uk/?p=707



Quantum EntanglementQuantum Entanglement

Entanglement is a way for measurements 
to be taken.
A pair of particles, qbits, are physically 
correlated in a way that they are both 
described by the same quantum 
mechanical description (state).
Basically => Once these two qbits are 
entangled and then separated, when one 
is measured and forced to take on a 
value, the other will have taken the 
appropriately correlated value as well.



EntanglementEntanglement
Two entangled particles often must have opposite values for a 
property -- for example, if one is spinning in the "up" direction, the 
other must be spinning in the "down" direction. Suppose you 
measure one of the entangled particles and, by doing so, you nudge 
it "up." This causes the entangled partner to spin "down." Making 
the measurement "here" affected the other particle "over there" 
instantaneously, even if the other particle was a million miles away.
(http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2004/23jan_entangled/)



Quantum ScenarioQuantum Scenario

This example uses light, polarized 
sunglasses and a 3D movie to explain 
qbits and how all single qbit states can be 
thought of as points on or inside a sphere, 
and finally how the fundamental 
operations of quantum measurement, 
rotation, and de-coherence can be 
visualized and understood using that 
sphere
(example from - http://arstechnica.com/science/2010/01/a-tale-of-two-qubits-how-quantum-computers-
work/)



Polarized Light and SunglassesPolarized Light and Sunglasses

Light is made of photons (smallest unit of 
light)
Every photon creates a tiny oscillating 
electric field as it moves
Light coming from a light source is 
composed of photons oscillating in many 
different directions
If a photon’s field oscillates horizontally 
the polarized sunglasses will absorb it, if it 
oscillates vertically, it will pass right 
through the sunglasses



First MeasurementsFirst Measurements
The polarized sunglasses are the first 
example of quantum measurement 
because they show  how to distinguish 
between horizontally and vertically 
polarized photons (based on which gets 
transmitted and absorbed).
They can make a different measurement  
if the sunglasses are tilted, say 90 
degrees or 45 degrees.
The types of measurements are not 
limited to the angles in which the 
sunglasses are tilted



3d Movie3d Movie

3D glasses today use lenses that are right 
or left circularly polarized
Each lens asks (measures) how the 
photons are polarized and only transmits 
one type
Each lens only transmits a certain type of 
photon and movie projectors are able to 
create the special effects of 3D by 
controlling which type of light goes into 
which eye



3 Questions/Measurements3 Questions/Measurements

If the following 3 questions/measurements are 
made, what does it say about the light?

1.Is the polarization horizontal or vertical?
2.Is the polarization diagonal or anti-diagonal?
3.Is the polarization right-circularly or left-

circularly polarized?

Asking these questions to a horizontally polarized 
photon results in the photon always passing 
through a horizontal polarizer, but has only a 
50% chance of passing through diagonal 
(question 2) or right-circular polarizers (question 
3).



Graphical RepresentationGraphical Representation
Answer to question #1 Answer to questions #1 & #2

Answer to all 3 questions



All Possible States of the Photon All Possible States of the Photon 
((QbitQbit))

These six points each represent states that have a 100 percent 
chance of being transmitted through a particular type of polarizer—in 
other words, a 100 percent chance of being measured in a particular 
quantum state.



Measuring The Quantum BitMeasuring The Quantum Bit
How do you predict how a given quantum state will react if subjected 
to a given quantum measurement?

To see how, draw a new line perpendicular to the measurement axis 
and passing through the point corresponding to the quantum state. 
The new line will divide the measurement axis into two segments 
whose lengths correspond to the probabilities of the two possible 
measurement results



Measuring the Measuring the QbitQbit Cont.Cont.

This figure shows a measurement that 
corresponds to tilting your polarizer (for 
example, sunglasses) by 55 degrees, and 
gives a 20% chance of measuring state (2) 
and an 80% chance of measuring state (1). 



DeDe--coherencecoherence
If we measure the state H in the D/A axis (the green) axis, there's a 50% chance of 
measuring H in the state D and a 50% chance of measuring it in the state A. If we 
never learn which state the measurement resulted in, we'll have no idea how to 
predict the result of another measurement. 
This is how states inside the sphere are created. By measuring along an axis but 
never learning the result, all points on the sphere collapse to the measurement axis. 
By partially measuring something we can collapse only part of the way.



DeDe--coherence Cont.coherence Cont.
Because quantum bits can be single electrons, single ions, 
or single photons, all of which can be accidentally 
measured using a single stray atom, it can be exquisitely 
difficult to avoid de-coherence.




